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Business Communications
From small business VoIP phone systems to global enterprises
SMB Phone Systems
	UNIVERGE SL2100
	UNIVERGE SV9100

Cloud Communications
	UNIVERGE BLUE

Enterprise UC Platforms
	UNIVERGE 3C
	UNIVERGE SV9500


Phones & Devices
From desktop and handheld to multimedia software clients
Phones & Handsets
	Desktop Phones
	DECT Handsets
	Softphones


Networking
Smooth, scalable, secure multi-site interoperability
Hardware
	SBC Gateways
	Wireless Infrastructure

Software
	Management & Administration
	Software Assurance





By Business Size
Serving small businesses to large corporate enterprises with smart networking, communications and IT solutions
	Small Business
	Midsize Business
	Enterprise


By Industry
Delivering flexible, secure & responsive work environments customised to vertical industry sectors
	Education
	Estate Agents
	Finance
	Government
	Healthcare
	Hospitality
	Manufacturing
	Marine and Cruiseline
	Retail
	SMB


By Need
Delivered from the cloud, on-prem or hybrid, to drive creative productivity, connected workflows and customer engagement.
	Remote Working
	Migrate to the Cloud
	Contact Center
	Mobility & Wireless
	Emergency Notification
	Team Collaboration
	Application Integration
	Call Recording





Find a Partner
Experts are ready to assists your business needs, find the right partner for you.
	Partner Locator


Become a Business Partner
Join us in creating the future of communications and empowering the new modern workforce.
	Become a Business Partner


Partner Portal Login
A single, online gateway to access information, tools and services for NEC partners.
	Partner Portal Login





Smart Hospitality
Get started with Smart Hospitality with
this free and informative brochure








					
					
					
					
The Right Hotel Management Solutions


Across all major geographic regions NEC is one of the key suppliers of hotel management systems to the Hospitality industry. By merging leading IT and Communication network technologies, NEC deploys solutions with the scalability, capability and affordability to meet the demanding and changing business needs of hotels, event centers, cruise lines and travel organizations.





					
					
					
					



Trusted by global hotel chains









					
					






















































					
					


					
					
Hilton The Hague Video Case Study








					
					


					
					
					
					
					
	Hotel Management System Responsive Tactics


NEC’s Communications and IT solutions help the hospitality industry control costs, improve staff efficiency and create an environment that makes guests want to return. We address the needs of the hospitality industry with tailored solutions specific to brand and hotel type.



	Operator & Guest Reservations
	PMS Connectivity
	Staff Mobility
	Voicemail & Wakeup
	IT & Communications Infrastructure
	Alarming & Mobility
	BYOD for Guests
	Virtualization & Hosted Delivery
	Wireless






Operator & Guest Reservations


With NEC’s state-of-the-art operator and guest reservation solutions, hospitality staff can streamline the guest experience by enhancing the services delivered in a prompt, courteous and personalized manner. Our operator and reservation solutions ensure the maximum level of personal interaction by helping to:


Tailor responses

Call queues trigger caller intelligence to ensure fast and appropriate guest handling.


Increase satisfaction

Real-time profiling enhances the guest experience through customized and seemingly effortless assistance.





Heighten Response

Single point of contact of incoming calls promotes faster response time to strengthen brand reputation.


Staffing Efficiencies

Skill-based routing decreases the workload of receptionists allowing for an attentive front desk experience.








PMS Connectivity


With NEC’s open interface, property management systems (PMS) can be improved to support advanced messaging services for responsive high-end guest care. Our PMS solution streamlines and coordinates communication messaging so employees can work smarter and customers experience a memorable stay, by helping to:


Improve Service

Essential front and back office functions become more accessible and easier to use to speed staff response time and helpfulness.


Broaden Reach

Configuration capacity extends across single or multi-property operations to capitalize on and maintain consistent guest experiences.





Consequential Insight

When paired with NEC’s communications services, functions such as wake-up calls, room availability, maid status and VIP registration become accessible and easily managed.


Device Agility

Phones and handsets can be tailored to best suit staff role and responsibilities for increased satisfaction and greater productivity.








Staff Mobility


With NEC’s mobile solutions staff members are more easily reached and activities prioritized. Our mobile solutions also provide access to apps and information needed the most to help to:


Increase Accessibility

With whenever and wherever voice and messaging locations barriers are remove and ease of access becomes possible.


Judicious Oversight

With access to necessary tools when on the go handling guest requests and managing on-site amenities become straightforward and thorough.





Better Corroboration

Expanded connectivity encourages a workforce to collaborate, conference and communication more regularly for improved coordination.


Favorable Attentiveness

Access to mission-critical apps and information provides the information needed so public-facing personnel can focus on the customer to become better brand advocates.








Voicemail & Wakeup


With NEC’s hospitality messaging solutions guests can take control and personalize service to meet their expectations. Setup is as easy as responding to a series of yes or no questions and helps to:


Customize Greetings

A choice of language options, guests can set and incoming callers can hear , when prompted to leave a message.


Self Administrated

Calls, messages and even wake-up calls can be conveniently managed and controlled by guests through intuitive prompts to ensure needs and expectations are set.





Answer Questions

Guest information lines automatically answer routine questions without delay while lessening the potential of inaccurate information being shared 24 hours a day 362 days a year.


Go Direct

Removing the need to direct incoming callers through operators, potential bottlenecks and potential caller frustration is avoided with callers reach guests directly.








IT & Communications Infrastructure


With NEC’s communications servers and applications easy of use and rich functionality makes for more satisfied staff members and guests. Advanced communication capabilities better meets guest expectations to increase overall service satisfaction by helping to:


Respond Faster

Secure availability of files and data where and when needed keeps the focus on serving guests and not the information required.


Tailor Adaptability

The flexibility to readily customize infrastructure from basic to advance feature and anything in between ensure a system perfectly suited to an establishment’s particular requirements.





Streamlined Handling

Centralized management systems permit easy and convenience handling of day-to-day tasks all from a single point of entry.


Ready Availability

Converged environments of voice and data applications provide reliable service 24/7 and all year long for content and consistent guest experiences.








Alarming & Mobility


NEC’s communications solutions elevate responsiveness with interfaces and alarms configurations that notify and permit action when time is of the essence. Device and text-based message compatibility enhanced reach and immediacy by helping to:


Group Messaging

Voice and text messages can be distributed to a large number of mobility users with relative easy.


Automate Recordings

When needed conference calls can be automatically established and recorded for future use and examination.





Escalation Prompts

Should an emergency occur a central alert notifies appropriate personnel across various medians such as voice, text and email to promote awareness.


Target In

Location configurations made possible precise placement to locate staff and send support assistance where and as needed.








BYOD for Guests


NEC’s hospitality infrastructure brings a new level in services by allowing guests to remain connected to their mobile devices through the duration of their stay. The guest experience becomes enhanced by helping to:


Intuitively Adapt

On-premise tools, menus and functionality become easily accessible using guests’ own device conveniently with no learning curve needed.





Strengthen Reputation

Permitting guests to use their own device while maintaining on-site tools and apps demonstrator the establishments commitment to service and innovative to harden brand perspective.


No Missed Opportunities

By enabling guests to have the same information on their personal device as on internal device increases the chance of continued use of in-site offerings.








Virtualization & Hosted Delivery


With NEC’s cloud-based communication services, a range of comprehensive virtualization and consolidation solutions become possible while bring cost efficiency and agility to an hotelier IT infrastructure. This flexible deployment method helps to:


Lower Overhead Costs

Maintenance and upgrades become a thing of the past while pay-to-grow planning aligns services and solutions to actual need.


Ongoing Relevance

Fast provisioning of applications, features and service provide a level of agility for top tier guest experiences.





Unparalleled Infrastructure

A robust suite of cloud solutions provides high available and cost efficient alternatives in scale and scope to meet rapidly evolving guest and property requirements.


Ongoing Continuity

The highest level of security and performance becomes possible with award-winning technologies that offer redundancy and recovery protections and issue resolution.








Wireless


Wireless Accessibility

NEC’s on-site wireless voice, data and messaging solutions offer the easy management of a single converged network and easily integration and multi-site configuration for maximum flexibility and adaptability.


Maximize Efficiency

With consolidated disparate paging, telephone, scanning, two-way radios, intercom, conferencing and location tags connecting and staff collaboration becomes easy.





Environmentally Agile

Advanced noise suppression technology permits operation in loud environments so a call is never missed.


Designed for Use

Rugged design ensures functionality even among varied conditions or unintentional drops for continued performance.











					
					
					
					


					
“NEC has proven to be a reliable and trustworthy partner, offering excellent reliability, while the expertise of the NEC team ensures that we are offered the most appropriate solutions to meet our needs.”


Mr. Paul Missen, Vice President Technology Mandarin Oriental Hotel Group





					


					
					
					
					
					
					
For every hotel or hotel chain a suitable solution


NEC is able to address each specific brand and hotel type with a specific property management system platform and solution set – from small to big in size, form basic to very advanced in functionality and installed & support anywhere across the globe.


NEC’s hotel management system helps the hospitality industry control costs, improve staff efficiency and create an environment that makes guests want to return. Together with our specialized partners we offer a complete portfolio of solutions and NEC hotel management services to address the needs of the hospitality industry.













					
					
					
					

Resources
brochurecase studyinfographicinfosheet

	Brochure Smart Hospitality - The Right Solution for the Right Hotel
	Brochure Smart Hospitality Solutions for Small/Mid-sized Hotels
	Brochure Smart Hospitality - Great Solutions for Smaller Hotels
	7 reasons why you should be using NEC's InHotel
	Infosheet InHotel
	PMS-InConnect
	aha Hotels & Lodges
	Hotel Aloft Dublin City
	Hotel Alexandra Barcelona
	Hotel Cape Grace CapeTown
	Marriott Courtyard Belgrade City Centre
	Hotel Dorint Hamburg
	Durley Dean Hotel and Spa
	Dusit-Thani
	Hotel First Central
	Hotel Gotham Manchester
	Hotel Holiday Inn Hamburg City Nord
	Hotel Titanic Belfast
	Lemon Tree hotels
	Portswood and Commodore Hotels, Cape Town
	Hotel Mandarin Oriental Paris
	Hotel Renaissance Tuscany Italy
	Hotel de Russie, Rome
	Lakeview Rest Homes, UK
	Sheraton Ufa
	The Victoria Falls Hotel




Learn More about Smart Hospitality
Let us know how to reach you. The NEC Team will be in touch shortly.
 Let's talk




Submit a question
To help us serve you best, please complete the following form. This will help us direct your inquiry to an appropriate individual within the company and allow us to respond to your request quickly.


							Please tell us about yourself
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							Interested in a specific NEC solution

						

Area of interest
-- Select --
Remote Working
- Video Conferencing
- VoIP Telephony
- Mobile Clients & Extension
Applications
- UC&C
- Contact Center
- Operator
- Messaging
- Emergency Notification
- Call Recording
Communications
- SMB Phone Systems
- Enterprise Platforms
- Software Based Platforms
Endpoints
- Desktop Terminals
- DECT Handsets
- WiFi Handsets
- Softphones
- Thin Client Terminals
Servers
- Industry Standard Servers
- SAP HANA
Storage
- Data Management
- Storage Management
Networking
- Session Border Controllers
- Gateways
- Wireless Infrastructure
- SDN for Enterprise
- Cloudstore
Management Software
- Management Administration
- Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery
- Server Management
- System Management
- Expense Management
- Call Management
- Software Assurance
Other





							Please provide explanation so your inquiry can be addressed appropriately

						


							Information
				    	

						
							
								
								
							

						

Promotional resources

I want to receive promotional information related to NEC products and services



Privacy and Cookie Policy

By submitting my application, I agree to the NEC  Privacy and Cookies Policy.



 The form can't be submitted, the fields marked in red contain values that we do not understand.
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